Purpose and overview

• Purpose
  – to provide a brief overview of some wind energy policy research being undertaken at the University of Waterloo.

• Outline
  – resource distribution
  – sustainability assessments
  – policy analysis
  – public perceptions and acceptance
  – summary and discussion
Resource distribution

• The issue:
  – What is the distribution of wind resources across space and time, and what are the relationships to the spatial and temporal distributions of loads?

• Our interests and activities:
  – nodal pricing, coincidence with system peaks, complementarity with other renewables
Resource distribution

• Our impacts:
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Sustainability assessments

• The issue:
  – What are the consequences for sustainability (across a variety of measures) of increased use of wind energy?

• Our interests and activities:
  – Sustainability impacts of wind generation; sustainability impacts of systems being displaced (or not selected in the first place)
Sustainability assessments

• Our impacts:
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Policy analysis

• The issue:
  – What policy or policies will most ‘effectively’ serve to cause more wind energy to be deployed?

• Our interests and activities:
  – Evaluating regulatory-, market- and information-based strategies: command-and-control; renewable/green portfolio standards; feed-in tariffs
Policy analysis

• Our impacts:
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Public perceptions and acceptance

• The issue:
  – What are peoples’ preferences in securing energy services? How do they perceive wind energy?

• Our interests and activities:
  – public opinion, public preferences, social acceptance, community norms, multi-unit decision-making
Public perceptions and acceptance

• Our impacts:

http://reepgreen.ca/
Summary and discussion

• Presenter’s contact details

Ian Rowlands
irowlands@uwaterloo.ca
(519) 888-4567, ext. 32574
http://www.environment.uwaterloo.ca/ers/faculty/rowlands/
http://www.environment.uwaterloo.ca/research/greenpower/
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